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Abstract: Optical multichannel systems are often characterized by the channel capacity of a
single channel, assuming a certain adaptation behavior of the other channels. We investigate
some common adaptation models, which lead to dramatically different capacities.
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1. Introduction
The channel capacity C is the largest possible spectral efficiency of a given communication channel, for any combi-
nation of modulation format and error-correcting code. The maximum spectral efficiency over all codes, for a given
modulation format, is proportional to the mutual information between the input and output [1], [2, Ch. 2, 7]. The chan-
nel capacity is thus theoretically obtained by maximizing the mutual information over all modulation formats (input
distributions), which unfortunately is very difficult to carry out in general. Therefore, the channel capacity of most
nonlinear channels is unknown, but upper and lower bounds exist.
In optical fiber channels, the fiber nonlinearity is known to limit the capacity [3–6]. However, this does not prohibit
the capacity to grow monotonically with signal power [7] for all so-called static channel models. The statistics of
static channel models are invariant to the input statistics, which is the case for practically all channel models studied in
information theory [1, 2] and also for the class of optical fibers described by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with
additive inline amplifier noise.
The capacity in a multiuser system, such as a set of wavelength-division multiplexed (WDM) subchannels, where
a number of interfering users will limit the capacity of the channel under study, is more subtle to analyze. The gov-
erning paradigm in optical multiuser communications is to analyze it from the viewpoint of one single user in the
system, say user 1, assuming that the other users are outside our control. In other words, the quantity of interest is
C = max I(X1;Y1), where I(X1;Y1) denotes the mutual information between the input X1 and output Y1 of subchannel
1, and the maximization is over all possible input distributions (modulation formats) fX1 . This is in contrast to wireless
multiuser systems, where the transmitters are typically designed jointly (but possibly operated separately), and the rel-
evant capacity measure is a multidimensional object, the capacity region [2, Ch. 15], which gives the set of achievable
spectral efficiencies over all subchannels.
In order to describe a multiuser system as a single-user channel model X1→Y1, two models are needed, as illustrated
in Fig. 1: not only a discrete-time multiuser channel model, which gives the outputs Y1, . . . ,YM as a function of the
inputs X1, . . . ,XM , but also a behavioral model (or adaptation model), which relates the interference distributions
fX2 , . . . , fXM to the primary input distribution fX1 . Obviously, fX1 needs to be optimized for a certain channel in order
to attain the channel capacity, but how shall the other users (interferers) behave during this optimization process?
Will they be passive, or are they allowed to adapt their signaling power and/or modulation format to the power and/or
modulation format of user 1? We will see that the choice of behavioral model for the interferers as transmitter 1
changes its operation has a profound impact on the capacity of channel 1.
2. System model
As an illustrative example, we consider a simplified model of an optical link with three WDM channels, corresponding
to three equispaced wavelengths, limited by four-wave mixing. Under some simplifying assumptions (e.g., weak non-
linearity and negligible dispersion), the complex discrete-time output signals Yi for i= 1,2,3 are given by a nonlinear
channel model according to
Y1 = X1+ iεX22X
∗
3 +N1 Y2 = X2+2iεX1X
∗
2X3+N2 Y3 = X3+ iεX
∗
1X
2
2 +N3 (1)
where Xi are independent, complex channel inputs and Ni are independent, complex, circularly symmetric, white
Gaussian noise signals, each with zero mean and equal variance. In an n-stage amplified link, the noise variance
(power) equals Pase = nnsp(G− 1)hνB, where nsp is the spontaneous emission factor, hν the photon energy, G the
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Fig. 1: A combination of a behavioral model for all users but one and a multiuser channel model yields a single-user channel model. Transmitter
and receiver are abbreviated Tx and Rx, respectively.
amplifier gain, and B the signal bandwidth. The constant in (1) is ε = nγLeff, where γ is the fiber nonlinear coefficient
and Leff the effective nonlinear amplifier span length. A similar model (but generalized to more wavelengths) was
derived in [8]. We use this model for its relative simplicity and illustrative purposes, rather than aiming for an accurate
model of a physical transmission scenario. In this paper, nsp = 2, G = 1000, n = 16, B = 40 GHz, hν = 0.128 aJ,
γ = 1.6 W−1 km−1, and Leff = 24 km, which gives Pase = 0.16 mW and ε = 610 W−1. The signal powers are denoted
by Pi = E[|Xi|2] =
∫ |x|2 fXi(x)dx.
3. Behavioral models in multiuser communications
Whenever a multiuser system is characterized by means of a single-user channel capacity, the results are connected to
a certain behavioral model, as discussed above. We study three fundamentally different classes of behavioral models:
(a) fixed interference, (b) adaptive interference power, and (c) adaptive interference distribution.
Model (a) is the simplest one: The interference distributions fX2 , . . . , fXM remain the same regardless of fX1 . The
dashed arrow from Tx 1 in Fig. 1 does not exist in this case.
Model (b) means that all users transmit with the same power P1 =P2 =P3, but not necessarily the same distributions.
The interference distributions fX2 , . . . , fXM are fixed apart from a scale factor, which depends on P1. If one first derives
a single-user channel model X1→ Y1 assuming that all transmitters use the same modulation format [9, 10] and then
studies the capacity of this single-user channel model, as in [11], then the underlying behavioral model is automatically
in class (b), because one distribution is optimized and the others are not.
Model (c), finally, means that all users transmit with the same distribution and the same power, fX1 = fX2 = fX3 .
This model was used in [6, 12, 13].
Other studies of WDM systems in terms of a single-user channel capacity are [3, 4, 14]. They clearly assume the
same power on all wavelengths, but it is not clear to us whether these works assume behavioral model (b) or (c). The
capacity may be very different in the two cases, as will be demonstrated in the next section.
4. Results
Fig. 2 (a)–(c) show the single-user channel capacity C(P1) = max I(X1;Y1) of the multiuser channel in Sec. 2, where
the maximization is over all distributions fX1 with power P1, combined with the three behavioral models in Sec. 3. For
models (a) and (b), the interference distributions fX2 and fX3 are either uniform over a QPSK constellation or Gaussian.
As usual, we are unable to calculate the capacity exactly, but we can sandwich it between upper and lower bounds
(shaded areas). No approximations are involved in the derivations of these bounds, apart from numerical integration.
The lower bounds (solid) in Fig. 2 are obtained as follows. With models (a) and (b) and QPSK interference (green),
the lower bounds equals I(X1;Y1) for a Gaussian input X1, calculated by numerical integration. The Mitra–Stark lower
bound [4, 14] was used with models (a) and (b) and Gaussian interference. Finally, I(X1;Y1) with fX1 being uniform
over a multilevel phase-shift keying constellation provides the lower bound for model (c), where the number of levels
is optimized for each power. These lower bounds are certainly not tight. E.g., so-called satellite constellations would
be able to improve the bounds in some regions [15].
As an upper bound (dashed), the conditional mutual information max I(X1;Y1|X2,X3), which represents a Gaussian
channel, is always valid. It is used in Fig. 2 (a) and (b) with QPSK interference and also in Fig. 2 (c). For models (a)
and (b) with Gaussian interference, the bound can be sharpened to max I(X1;Y1|X2), which also represents a Gaussian
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Fig. 2: The channel capacity C(P1) of user 1 in a WDM system, with the three behavioral models in Sec. 3, as a function of the transmit power P1.
Shaded regions indicate the amount of uncertainty. The interference power is fixed, P2/Pase = P3/Pase = 5 dB, in model (a).
channel in this case. Analytical expressions for all these bounds have been derived, but they are omitted for space
constraints.
5. Conclusion and discussion
As seen in Fig. 2, the channel capacity increases to infinity as the transmitted power increases, for behavioral models
(a) and (c). With model (b), however, the outcome depends crucially on the interference distributions; the capacity
may increase indefinitely, as with the other behavioral models, or it may decrease to zero. Although these results were
here demonstrated only for an over-simplified memoryless WDM model (1), the same trends have been proven for all
static multiuser channel models [7], including channels with (finite) memory: The channel capacity with behavioral
models (a) and (c) is always increasing, which is not the case with model (b). The irregular behavior of model (b)
arises because it converts any multiuser channel, static or dynamic, into a dynamic single-user model (dashed region
in Fig. 1) [7].
We emphasize that whenever a single-user channel model is derived for a multiuser system, there is always an
underlying behavioral model involved, even if not explicitly stated. Despite their significance, behavioral models
have not yet received much attention in optical communications. Our recommendation to everyone working with the
capacity of such single-user channel models is to clearly state and justify the behavioral model, because it has a
profound impact on the end results.
We wish to acknowledge inspiring discussions with colleagues within the Chalmers FORCE center.
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